“If only this key could talk!” A bug with a fascinating story to tell –
A treacherous expedition down the Amazon’s ‘The River of Doubt’ following Teddy Roosevelt’s steps
By Paul Carreiro, N6EV (Copyright 2015)
One thought that I’m sure all telegraph and wireless key collectors have had at one time or another is
“If only this key could talk! Oh the stories it would tell!” Sadly, they are most often obtained with little
or no background history. You can determine a key’s maker; be reasonably sure of the era or date of
manufacture; and understand its rarity and relevance in the evolution of telegraph instruments; all
through research. Unfortunately, it takes just one broken link from one caretaker to another for a key’s
personal story to be lost forever. Sure, if they could all be magically revealed, the vast majority of keys’
stories would be rather mundane. But one can’t help but be intrigued at the sight of a Civil War or
Victorian era key, and wonder about its life experience. Or the battles, ships and campaigns a J-type
military key has survived. Ultimately, what interesting traffic passed through its contacts? Perhaps part
of the allure to collecting is the key history we imagine.
Rarely, a key provides hints of its story all by itself. Inscriptions of a previous owner’s name, callsign,
ship, war time campaign, military base and/or dates may adorn the key or carry case. And sometimes
there is enough information to begin piecing together a key’s background through further research. It’s
almost unheard of to find a key whose history is so well documented, story so intriguing, and
significance so great that it takes your breath away. And that’s exactly what happened with my latest
acquisition.

A Rare Gem

This 1920 Vibroplex “Original” model was listed on that big online auction site we love to hate. The
auction included the description “with some history on bottom”. Sure enough, the original owner
inscribed dates, callsigns and locations of its use!

The first inscription in the upper left corner:
April ’25 E. Bussey – 2CIL
A quick search online confirmed that M. Eugene Bussey of
Yonkers, NY held the amateur call 2-CIL in 1925. At the
time of the first inscription, Eugene Bussey was 17 years
old. He had dropped out of school and ran away to sea to
work as a ship’s wireless operator for the Radio
Corporation of America (RCA). The next inscriptions
include dates, callsigns and names of his various
assignments:
Sept ’25
JAN ’26
MAR ’26
SUMMER ’28

KKD
KIJF
YHZ
KGCK

SS COMUS
BARRYTON
CLAM
HI-ESMARO (Yacht)
Eugene Bussey, 2-CIL in 1928

• The SS COMUS (KKD) was a 405 foot single-stack
coastal ocean liner operated by the Southern Pacific
Steamship Co. It was part of the Morgan Line which
ran between New York City and New Orleans,
providing a transcontinental extension to the Southern
Pacific Railroad which went as far east as New Orleans.

• The BARRYTON (KIJF) was a 150 foot oceangoing steam
tug operated by the United States Shipping Board.
• The Clam (YHZ) was a 338 foot oil tanker built in 1893. It
was one of the original four Shell Oil Company oil tankers,
each
named
after a different shell (Murex, Conch, Turbo, Clam).
In 1925, now owned by the Royal Dutch Petroleum
Co, she was used as a depot ship in New York
harbor. In 1926 she was sold to Petrolifera Esercizi
Marittima of Venice. Bussey was presumably
employed during this time period as the Clam was
moved to parts unknown. Her callsign, YHZ
indicates she was registered in the Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia) where Shell had a major port.
• The Hi-Esmaro (KGCK) was a million dollar 267 foot
luxury diesel yacht owned by H.E. Manville (asbestos king
of New York) launched earlier in 1928. It was billed as
‘The World’s Most Beautiful Yacht’ in the November 1929
issue of Motor Boating magazine, and at the time, the
largest and most luxurious privately owned yacht in the
United States.
• In addition to the inscriptions above, there is an
inscription which has not yet been interpreted from Sept
5, 1925 that may contain the callsign NAM, associated
with the Navy at Norfolk, VA.

The above alone would be a prize history to attach to any wireless key. But what really caught my eye
was the following inscription:

GMD – July ’26 – April ’27 DYOTT – ROOSEVELT EXPEDITION
Commander George Miller Dyott was a British/American aviation
pioneer and explorer. He test flew
airplanes shortly after the Wright
Brothers and was one of the first 100
licensed pilots in England. He was the
first to fly an airplane at night; the first
to build and fly a mono-plane in the
United States; and one of the first to use the airplane for exploration
purposes in 1911. He was engaged in airplane exploration of the
Belgian Congo in 1914 when World War I broke out. He served
through the war in the British Naval Air Force as a squadron
commander. Later, he joined the Royal Geographical Society and
became an accomplished explorer of South America’s inaccessible
jungles.

New York Times, July 18, 1926

Early in 1926, having recently returned from an expedition to the Ecuadorian jungle, Commander Dyott
sought his next adventure. Dyott had close ties with the Roosevelt family, and
was enlisted by the Roosevelt Memorial Association (later the Theodore
Roosevelt Association) to travel down “The River of Doubt”, officially named
‘Rio Roosevelt’ in the upper Amazon jungle of Brazil following the footsteps of
the late President Theodore Roosevelt’s 1914 expedition. Roosevelt’s
expedition was the first to document this uncharted river, at the time called
Rio da Dúvida or “River of Doubt”. The river rises in the Brazilian plateau in the
western part of the State of Motto Grosso, flows northward for 930 miles and
empties into the Madeira River which in turn flows into the Amazon River. The
1914 expedition was treacherous. Several men were killed and Roosevelt

himself almost died and in fact, never fully recovered from his injuries. Unfortunately for TR, the canoe
containing most of the expedition’s photographic and film documentation overturned and was lost
toward the end of the trip. The river’s original name proved prophetic as the lack of documentation
upon TR’s return to civilization seeded much doubt in the minds of many whether Roosevelt had
actually accomplished the journey. This doubt was especially prevalent in the community of British
explorers who were dominant in the world’s exploration at the time. In the intervening years between
1914 and 1926, two additional expeditions had attempted the same trip down ‘The River of Doubt’.
One was forced back by hostile Indians. The other disappeared as soon as it launched its canoes on the
remote river. Its members were never seen again. The Roosevelt Memorial Association wanted Dyott
to acquire photographic and film evidence of the Rio Roosevelt to add to their collection, confirming
Roosevelt’s accomplishment, thereby silencing the doubters.
Dyott’s plan for the expedition was far
different than Roosevelt’s. TR had a very
large contingent of men and supplies for his
expedition.
The 1926 Dyott-Roosevelt
expedition, in contrast, would comprise of
just four ‘white men’ complimented with
additional local natives they would recruit
along the way. They would live primarily off
the land, hunting jungle animals and
collecting jungle edibles.
Of the four
westerners, two would be wireless operators.
One operator would man a 500 watt (input)
Cardwell transmitter paired with a Silver
Marshall Model 635 receiver at base camp set up near the headwaters of the river using the callsign
‘GMD’. The second operator would travel with the expedition down river with a 24 watt (input)
portable wireless setup powered by Eveready B batteries using the callsign ‘2GYA’. Dyott’s desire was to
transmit the expedition’s progress daily from the portable station to the base camp station, which in
turn would relay the messages exclusively to the New York Times.

Eugene Bussey, amateur call 2CIL and owner of the Vibroplex bug in question, was loaned to the Dyott
Expedition by the Radio Corporation of America and was paid $100 for his services. The other wireless
operator recruited was Arthur Perkins, amateur callsign 2APQ, also of Yonkers, NY. It was Perkins who
built the portable transmitter to be used on the river. He was to travel downriver with the portable
wireless set. Bussey was assigned the base camp wireless station.

Much later in life, of his journey, Mr. Bussey wrote, “I had pictured myself in shiny black boots, wide
flaring riding pants, crisp white shirt crossed by a Sam Brown belt from which hung my trusty .45.
Around my neck hung binoculars and my head was topped with a snow white pith helmet. That picture
faded rapidly!”
The expedition’s plans quickly unraveled when, after traveling 6000 miles to Rio de Janeiro on the T.S.S.
Vandyck with the other members of the expedition, Arthur Perkins, pictured at the far right, became ill
and was forced to return to New York. That left the expedition with three remaining members and only
one wireless operator. Further, upon reaching what would become base camp along the Sepotuba River
at the village of Sao Luiz de Caceres, the expedition unpacked their equipment and found the high
frequency generator used to operate the 500 watt transmitter hopelessly inoperable. The only option
left was to plow ahead with just the 24 watt portable setup with Bussey at the key signing the call GMD.
The now altered plan put their faith in being able to contact local Brazilian amateurs who would relay
messages to New York.

First Contact with Home
Initial attempts with the portable wireless resulted in successful contacts with a few Brazilian stations in
Rio. Dyott noted later that “the local stations were not very reliable, and even if they kept a schedule,
their operating was so poor that it was difficult to get a message through properly. The time and energy
spent on the wireless outfit had not been done with a view to talking with Rio. Our friends were in New
York and it was New York I urged Bussey to turn his thoughts.” Bussey did not hold much hope and
thought it was a sheer waste of time. Nevertheless, Bussey pushed forth and tested different short
wave combinations he thought had a chance. This lead to a contact remarkably well documented by
Dyott later with exquisite detail:
“I shall never forget that night, as we sat silently in the crowded quarters of the pancha with
roaches running races all over the place and
a solitary candle sputtering out its feeble
light in front of the transmitter. Outside it
was pitch dark. Not a soul was stirring; the
inhabitants of Sao Luiz are all abed by 10
o’clock and it was well past midnight when
we took up our vigil.
Bussey tuned up the set, noted the power
input (24 watts) and remarked that anyone
in New York who wanted to hear us would
have to strain his ear drums to do so. He
then sent out a general call to the United
States. For several minutes the familiar dots
and dashes were ticked off into space. Then,
throwing out the main switch on the
transmitter, he devoted his attention to the
receiver. Without hesitation he turned to the
sector of the dial where wave lengths used by
American amateurs would be found. He
explored it minutely without result. One or
two stations were working. Someone in
Boston was talking to Philadelphia, but no one heard our feeble chirp from Brazil.
Another general call went out and again Bussey, with an expressionless face, regarded the dial
as he twisted the milled head through its complete range. I remember how troublesome the
mosquitoes were. Bussey’s only audible remarks were those he addressed to them. He told
them in strong English what he thought of them and their habits. Meanwhile I remained as
motionless as possible with invaluable flash lamp ready in case a moth should fly into the candle
flame and extinguish it at a critical moment.
We had been carrying on this way for twenty minutes or more when suddenly Bussey looked up
at the roof overhead with an intensity in his gaze that indicated his interest had been aroused. I
threw the light of my electric torch in the same direction to see what he was looking at, but there

was nothing. It was no use asking questions. All I could do was to watch his face, which was
now undergoing a complete transformation. It was just as if someone had appeared in front of
him and was saying: ‘Bussey, old man, here’s a million dollars for you.’
The silence was broken. ‘Well, I’m damned!’ he exclaimed. ‘That’s going some. He is calling us
right enough.’ ‘Who’s calling?’ I asked. ‘Why, 2UK,’ Bussey answered. ‘Some amateur in
Manhattan.’ To me it was just as if an answer had come from Heaven. It all seemed a miracle.
In this remote village of the Brazilian hinterland no place in the world seemed so remote, so
hopelessly far away, as New York; and yet here we were, exchanging thoughts with someone in
the heart of the great metropolis. Before signing off, Bussey had sent a message though to The
Times, telling it of our activities; several pleasantries had been exchanged between the operators
and a schedule fixed for the following night. It was certainly a great achievement, of which both
2UK and Bussey might well be proud.”
Ralph Thomas, amateur station 2UK, was indeed proud of the accomplishment. He wrote an extensive
article entitled “Buzzing with Bussey in Brazil” in the April 1927 issue of Popular Radio documenting his
side of the exchange.
“SLOWLY the dials of the short-wave tuner swung around as I tuned in for long distance at
Amateur Station 2-UK.
Signals were coming in
from all parts of the
globe.
Some of the
signals were strong,
clear and steady; others
were faint, fading and
scarcely readable.
But one fact was certain
– this was a good night
for
‘DX’
reception.
Finally the dials ceased
turning, for as the set
was
brought
to
resonance
I
heard
signals of British 2-NM
calling ‘test U.S.A.’. A twist of the throw-over switch and my transmitter was ready for action;
within a few minutes communication was established and a friendly chat ensued. In the same
manner Portugal 1-AE, Mexican 5-B and several others were worked. All reported my signals
‘fine business’.
Feeling well satisfied with results so far, I turned to the lower end of the band and logged several
Brazilian stations. One after another, Brazilian 1-AW, 1-IB, 1-AK and 5-AB were tuned in. But
who was that faint, steady signal that was barely audible through the ‘QRM’ and occasional
crashes of static, calling ‘CQ, CQ, DE GMD, GMD, GMD.’ Once more my transmitter was brought

into play and my signals flashed out into space, calling ‘GMD, GMD, de 2-UK, 2-UK.’ There was a
moment of suspense as I switched back to my receiver. Would GMD hear my signals and reply?
Sure enough, the faint signals this time could be heard calling 2-UK; communication had been
established.
‘This is G. M. Dyott Expedition, in the wilderness of Brazil,’ said Bussey, the radio operator. ‘I am
certainly glad to connect, as you are the first station to answer me for a long time. I have a long
message for the New York Times’ will you relay it for me?’
The interference at this point became so great that I was compelled to ask him to raise his wave.
This he did and after more or less difficulty all the traffic was cleared and the conversation took a
general trend, and we chatted for several minutes. The message was as follows:
G. M. Dyott Expedition,
Brazil,
Oct. 18, 1926
New York Times,
New York:
Expedition now encamped on the banks of the Sepotuba,
preparing for canoe transportation up river. Limited facilities
necessitate decrease in baggage and personnel. Perkins
returning.
(Signed) G. M. Dyott
‘I am using a portable set with less than twenty watts input,’ continued Bussey. ‘Your signals are
clear, steady and very strong. What is the nature of your set and what power are you using?’ I
gave him the information. … After describing our sets and exchanging some personal
conversation, Bussey complained of lack of sleep, so we made arrangements to get in touch
again on the following night at midnight and then signed off.
At the time of this communication the G. M. Dyott Expedition was encamped at Palmital, so
named because of the lone palm which stands there; it was to this palm that his antenna was
fastened. Bussey deserves considerable credit for his excellent work – all the more so because
the results he obtained were obtained under severe handicap and with limited facilities. His
operating was certainly of the best and his form excellent; without these, it would have been
impossible to have copied his signals through the interference and atmospheric noises which are
so often present on the lower wavelengths.”

WRITE-UP TO BE CONTINUED…
RESEARCH LINKS BELOW

Newspaper Articles on the Dyott-Roosevelt “River of Doubt” Expedition
New York Times – April 11, 1926 – “EXPEDITION WILL FILM RIVER OF DOUBT REGION”
Explorer to Retrace Route Followed by Late Col. Roosevelt to Complete Memorial Records
New York Times – May 24, 1926 – “TO EXPLORE BRAZIL ON ROOSEVELT TRAIL”
G. M. Dyott Will Retrace Course Down River of Doubt and Through Jungles.
RADIO REPORTS TO TIMES
Leader Tells of Dangers From Hostile Indians – Must Hew Way in Wilds With Axes.
New York Times – May 30, 1926 – “To Film “River of Doubt”
New York Times – July 18, 1926 – “TRAILING T. R. DOWN THE RIVER OF DOUBT”
Commander Dyott Will Soon Lead an Expedition to the Famous Brazilian Stream Over Which a
Controversy Raged After Ex-President Returned – He Will Make Pictorial Record of Jungle Life
New York Times – July 24, 1926 – “DYOTT SAILS TODAY FOR RIVER OF DOUBT”
Commander and Party Plan to Traverse Roosevelt Trail in Brazil in 1914
EXEDITION HAS A RADIO
Will Keep in Constant Touch With Outside World From Vast Unknown Area
New York Times – July 25, 1926 – “AMATEURS TO TUNE FOR NEWS FROM ALONG THE RIO TEODORE”
Dyott Expedition Into Brazil’s Jungles to Report Progress by Short Wave Radio
Calls Are GMD and 2GYA
New York Times – July 25, 1926 – “DYOTT AND PARTY SAIL FOR RIVER OF DOUBT”
Explorer Will Record Stream Discovered by Roosevelt by Movies in Two-Year Trip
The Independent – St. Petersburg, FL – August 09, 1926 – “Short Waves to Trace River of Doubt Trip”
New York Times – August 15, 1926 – “EXPLORERS BOUND FOR JUNGLES HAVE RADIO IN OPERATION”
Messages Picked Up From Australia, France, And New York – Call is 2GYA – Batteries Supply
Current for Transmission
New York Times – October 21, 1926 – “Message From G. M. Dyott, Brazil Explorer, Received Here”
New York Times – November 17, 1926 – “DYOTT IS DELAYED IN BRAZILIAN WILDS”
Explorer Has Difficulty Getting Men to Make Trip to Roosevelt’s River of Doubt
INDIANS APPEAR HOSTILE
But He Fortunately Meets Roosevelt Canoe Man, Who, With His Comrades, Promises Help

New York Times – November 27, 1926 – “BRIGANDS THREATEN ATTACK ON DYOTT IN WILDS OF BRAZIL”
Settlers Flee to the Jungle, Leaving the Explorer’s Party to Shift for Itself
RADIO TELLS OF HIS PLIGHT
After Thanksgiving Dinner He Was Waiting With Camera for Assault to Begin
BUT WAS TRUSTING IN LUCK
Party Reaches the Headwaters of the Sepotuba River on the Way to Roosevelt’s River of Doubt
New York Times – November 27, 1926 – “How The Message Was Received”
Special to The New York Times
BRIGANDS THREATEN ATTACK ON DYOTT
New York Times – November 30, 1926 – “DYOTT PARTY SCARES BRIGANDS IN BRAZIL”
Radio-Charging Device Sounds Like a Machine Gun – Expedition Moves On
MAY HAVE BEEN ATTACKED
Message Telling of Rounding Up Scattered Bullocks Indicates Another Message Missing
ANTS TORTURE MR. BUSSEY
Yonkers Man Is Obliged to Have His Hair Cut to Get Rid of the Pests
New York Times – November 30, 1926 – “Indications of an Attack”
Special to The New York Times
Intervening Message Seems Missing
Radio Signals Fade Out
New York Times – December 01, 1926 – “BRIGANDS ROUTED, DYOTT PARTY SAFE”
Brazilian Troops Chase Bandits Toward Bolivia After They Killed Thirty Indians
EXPLORERS SET OUT TODAY
They Start Across the Jungle for Utiarity, 100 Miles Away and Near the River of Doubt
New York Times – December 01, 1926 – “Third Message to Navy Radio”
Special to The New York Times
Scene of Brigand Murders
New York Times – December 03, 1926 – News of Bandits from the “Headwaters of the Sepotuba River”
New York Times – December 03, 1926 – Special to The New York Times – Regarding above message
New York Times – December 27, 1926 – “BRAZILIAN REBELS TAKE DYOTT MULES”
Explorer Reaches Utiarity, 12 Days Late, on His Trip to the River of Doubt
OUTLAW CHIEF JOINS PARTY
His Own Men Threaten to Kill Him in Jungle When He Refuses to Take Loot
Party Nears the Rio Roosevelt
New York Times – December 27, 1926 – “DYOTT TELLS EXPERIENCES”
Explorer Writes of His Trip Up the Sepotuba River

Difficult to Get Started
Four in the Party
Received Messages From New York
New York Times – December 28, 1926 – “Amateur’s Home-Made Set Got Dyott by Radio in Brazil”
New York Times – December 30, 1926 – “DYOTT EXPEDITION LEAVES UTIARITY”
Commander Reports Receiving New York News in the Heart of the Brazilian Jungle
New York Times – December 31, 1926 – “DYOTT RADIOS GREETINGS”
Sends New Year Message From Headwaters of River of Doubt
New York Times – January 14, 1927 – “DYOTT EXPEDITION ADVANCES IN BRAZIL”
Message Says It Is Six Days From “River”, But Does Not Indicate Whether This is River of Doubt
Special to The New York Times
New York Times – January 23, 1927 – “DYOTT DESCRIBES VOYAGE UP SEPTOTUBA”
Explorers Seeking Brazilian River of Doubt Pole Canoe for Eleven Days
TELLS OF LIFE IN CAMP
Dispatch Was Written Just Before Start Overland for Utiarity, Since Reached
Forced to Abandon River
Poling the Way Up River
Use Twenty-eight Oxen
New York Times – January 24, 1927 – “Dyott Within 15 Miles of the River of Doubt; Indians Friendly in
the Brazilian Wilds”
New York Times – January 25, 1927 – “Dyott Reaches Roosevelt’s River of Doubt…”
New York Times – January 25, 1927 – “… Prepares to Descent Its Course in a Canoe”
New York Times – January 27, 1927 – “Dyott Is Shaping Canoe for His Voyage; Starts Down River of
Doubt Next Week”
New York Times – January 29, 1927 – “DYOTT IS NOW READY FOR TRIP DOWN RIVER”
Explorer Has Dug-Out Canoe and Three Canvas Boats – Gets Food in Brazilian Jungle
New York Times – January 29, 1927 – Special to The New York Times – (Message Timing)

New York Times – February 01, 1927 – “DYOTT READY FOR TRIP ON RIVER OF DOUBT”
Party Will Head Through Green Wilderness for Mataos, 1,000 Miles Away
New York Times – February 07, 1927 – “Dyott Starts Trip Down the River of Doubt; Doubles Roosevelt’s
Speed in First Two Days”
New York Times – February 28, 1927 – “RADIO FROM DYOTT PICKED UP IN MANILA”
Amateur There Gets Message Sent Jan. 25 to The Times From Brazilian Jungle
BELIEVED TO BE RECORD
Low Power of Portable Station Had Caused Difficulty in Receiving Here
Brekenridge Daily – March 27, 1927 – “Radio-ing From the River of Doubt”
Adventurous Little Party on Roosevelt’s Trail Maintains Almost Constant Communication With
New York with Remarkable Little Battery Powered Transmitter
New York Times – April 05, 1927 – “Dyott Safe After Traversing River of Doubt; Amazon Is Reached
Without Serious Mishap”
New York Times – April 21, 1927 – “DYOTT FACED PERILS IN BRAZIL’s JUNGLES”
Expedition Leader Welcomed Home – Found Proof of Roosevelt’s Discoveries
FOLLOWED COLONEL’S TRAIL
Camp Site and Evidences of Adventures Along River of Doubt Uncovered
RADIO AIDE ALSO RETURNS
Commander Brings Tales of Banditry Which He Will Describe in Times Magazine
Passed Through Many Dangers
Welcomed at the Pier
Saved by Diplomacy
New York Times – May 19, 1927 – “DYOTT TELLS OF EXPEDITION”
Circumnavigators at Dinner Hear of Trip in Brazil Jungles

Epilogue Articles Written by Commander Dyott Chronicling the Expedition
New York Times – June 12, 1927 – “Part 1: ADVENTURES ALONG THE RIVER OF DOUBT”
Commander Dyott Follows the Course of Colonel Roosevelt and Clears Up the Mystery of the
Treacherous Brazilian Stream – Roosevelt’s Observations Confirmed. His Old Camps Found
New York Times – June 19, 1927 – “Part 2: THROUGH PERILS TO THE RIVER OF DOUBT”
How the Radio Was Used to Outwit Jungle Bandits – Headwaters of the Stream Placid and
Narrow
New York Times – June 26, 1927 – “Part 3: THE RIVER OF DOUBT SHOWS ITS TEETH”
Placid at First, It Soon Lured Its Explorers Into Mad and Turbulent Water
New York Times – July 03, 1927 – “Part 4: RIDING RAPIDS IN THE RIVER OF DOUBT”
One Ugly Stretch of Water After Another Balked the Explorers Who Followed the Course of
Roosevelt
New York Times – July 10, 1927 – “Part 5: THE LAST MILES OF THE RIVER OF DOUBT”
Hungry and Exhausted, a Ragged Company of Men Finally Overcame the Hazards of the Stream

Magazine Articles
QST Magazine – September 1926 – Pages 97 & 98
Radio Broadcast – October 1926 – Pages 41 & 42
Radio Broadcast – December 1926 – Pages 57, 57 & 65
QST Magazine – December 1926 – Pages 117
QST Magazine – March 1927 – Pages 97
Popular Radio – April 1927 – Pages 51 & 75

Theodore Roosevelt Association Collection Images
From the Houghton Library at Harvard University
Images_Part_1 – Image set #1 from Harvard University Houghton Library Collection
Theodore Roosevelt Association Collection
Images_Part_2 – Image set #2 from Harvard University Houghton Library Collection
Theodore Roosevelt Association Collection
Images_Part_3 – Image set #3 from Harvard University Houghton Library Collection
Theodore Roosevelt Association Collection

Images of the 1920 Vibroplex Original
Image_1 –
Image_2 –
Image_3 –
Image_4 –
Image_5 –
Image_6 –
Image_7 –
Image_8 –
Image_9 –

Images of a letter Eugene Bussey wrote to a Brazilian Amateur
Page_1 –
Page_2 –

1926 Amateur Radio Call Book
1926 Callbook –

Other Imagery & Documentation
Dyott-Roosevelt Expedition Camp – Image
1927 Roosevelt Memorial Association Annual Report – Excerpts regarding Dyott Expedition

Obituaries & Wiki
Michael Eugene Bussey – October 04, 1996, Age 88
George Miller Dyott – August 03, 1972, Age 89
George Miller Dyott – Wikipedia

Videos
“The River of Doubt” – Silent Movie produced by the Roosevelt Memorial Association in 1928
All of the video footage taken of the river itself came from the Dyott Expedition.
Part 1 –
Part 2 –
Part 3 –
Part 4 –
Part 5 –
Part 6 –
Part 7 – Surprisingly, Eugene Bussey himself makes an appearance in this segment. At 1:20 into this
segment they highlight a marker post erected by Theodore Roosevelt during the 1914
Expedition. Then at 1:35 into this segment, marker as found during the Dyott Expedition is
shown. Eugene Bussey walks into the scene at 1:42 and starts to clean off the marker!

RESEARCH CONTINUES…

